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Abstract

Location Privacy: User Behavior in the Field

Drew Fisher

Current smartphone platforms provide ways for users to control access to infor-

mation about their location. For instance, on the iPhone, when an application requests

access to location information, the operating system asks the user whether to grant

location access to this application. In this paper, we study how users are using these

controls. Do iPhone users allow applications to access their location? Do their decisions

differ from application to application? Can we predict how a user will respond for a

particular application, given their past responses for other applications?

We gather data from iPhone users that sheds new light on these questions.

Our results indicate that there are different classes of users: some deny all applications

access to their location, some allow all applications access to their location, and some

selectively permit a fraction of their applications to access their location. We also find

that apps can be separated into different classes by what fraction of users trust the app

with their location data. Finally, we investigate using machine learning techniques to

predict users’ location-sharing decisions; we find that we are sometimes able to predict

the user’s actual choice, though there is considerable room for improvement. If it is

possible to improve the accuracy rate further, this information could be used to relieve

users of the cognitive burden of individually assigning location permissions for each

application, allowing users to focus their attention on more critical matters.
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Introduction

Mobile phones are a fast-growing platform with rich data. Permission systems

are a (mostly) effective way to limit what third-party applications can do [12]. Phone

owners can control the sharing of their current location through mobile platforms’ per-

mission systems.

On Apple’s iOS, the platform provides a subsystem called Location Services

which provides access to the user’s current location [15]. Apple allows users to limit

applications’ use of Location Services on a per-app basis. In particular, when an iOS

application first attempts to access Location Services, the operating system displays a

prompt to the user and asks the user whether to grant or deny access to location infor-

mation for this application. The operating system then remembers the user’s decision

and applies it to all future requests from this application. Google’s Android provides a

similar subsystem, but in contrast, Android only allows users to toggle access to loca-

tion on a global level. That is, if an Android user would like to disable location access

privileges for a single app, their only option is to turn off the GPS for the entire phone.
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These features provide a way for users to control how information about their location

is accessed.

Our work is situated in the context of a great deal of prior research on location

privacy. However, much of the past research on location privacy took place before

smartphones and location-based applications were widely used. The world has changed

significantly since this research, in several ways.

People have had several years to become more accustomed to using smart-

phones. In addition, smartphones have become much more capable devices and see

much wider deployment. The smartphone userbase has changed.

The public is becoming increasingly aware of potential negative consequences

of sharing information (particularly their location) on smartphones. There have been

press reports about mobile phone operating systems tracking and storing phone location

over extended periods of time, and Congress has heard testimony from Apple and Google

regarding this tracking [4, 21, 13]. Application markets have seen instances of malware

and greyware, and even curated markets like the iPhone App Store are not perfect.

Recently, there was a public outcry against a company called Path which uploaded

iPhone users’ entire contact books to Path’s servers [20].

There has been a significant amount of research on smartphone privacy, and

much of this research has been focused on location privacy. However, there is little

research on how users are using the privacy controls available in deployed smartphone
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platforms. This suggests it would be interesting to understand user behavior in the

wild.

Considering that most people say they are willing to share their location using

phones [5], we think it would be useful to understand actual user behavior. We’d also

like to consider a broader demographic than was used for past work, which tended to

focus on university undergraduates aged 18–22.

Given studies indicating that most people are willing to share their location [5],

given the past literature on runtime warnings indicating that users learn to reflexively

click “OK” and that users are unlikely to immediately recognize potential negative

effects of poor location privacy decisions [23, 10, 6], one might naturally expect that

most iPhone users will ignore the platform’s runtime location access prompts and simply

grant access to any app that requests such access. Surprisingly, we find that this

is not the case.

In this work, we study several questions about iPhone users’ use of location

privacy controls:

• Do users grant applications they have installed access to location information?

Do they ever deny applications access to location information, and if so, how

frequently does this occur? Does this rate vary from user to user? Can users can

be separated into different classes based upon their sensitivity regarding location

privacy?
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• Do users treat different apps differently? Do they grant some apps access to

location information at a higher rate than other apps?

• Given a user’s past decisions about location access, can we infer how they will

respond to a location prompt for a new application? Does it help to know how

other users of that application have responded? This is useful, because it may

point ways to improving runtime permission systems. One way we can avoid

inundating the user with runtime prompts and stave off habituation is to ask the

user fewer questions. If we can work out what the user most likely wants, we have

an opportunity to take appropriate action without prompting the user.
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Background

To understand how our study is designed, it helps to first have some back-

ground on how the iPhone platform and interface behave.

On iOS, the platform provides a subsystem called Location Services [15]. In-

stalled apps that wish to use the user’s location can request the phone’s current location

and notification of location changes from Location Services. The first time each app

requests access to location services, the platform will show a warning prompt, as in Fig-

ure 1.1. The user selects either “OK” or “Don’t Allow,” and the platform respects that

choice. The platform stores that decision and will apply that choice without prompting

the user again if the app requests location access in the future.

Since users may change their mind about these privacy decisions, the platform

collects these decisions in an editable list displayed in a Settings page for Location

Services, as shown in Figure 1.1. This settings page allows the user to view their past

decisions for each application that has ever requested access to Location Services and

to change their past decisions.
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Figure 1.1: On the left, a Location Services prompt, as a user would see it at runtime.
On the right, a Location Services settings page.

Apple sets policies regarding the acceptable use of Location Services, and re-

serves the right to remove applications that violate these policies from the App Store.

For example, Apple’s guidelines say that applications may not use location informa-

tion only for analytics. Apple’s policy allows applications to request access to location

services if the location information is needed to provide some aspect of application

functionality or for serving advertising.
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Related Work

There is a great deal of prior work on users’ attitudes and behavior concerning

location privacy [3, 7, 19, 16, 22, 1, 2, 14, 18, 24, 11, 9, 8]. Most prior work has focused on

attitudes about location privacy, self-reported willingness to share location information,

or behavior during a user study. In contrast, our work measures users’ behavior in

the field. Our data provides insight into how often iPhone users actually grant access

to location information. In addition, some of the early work in this area focused on

feature phones or was done before smartphones were as widespread and familiar. One

could imagine that people might have grown more comfortable with sharing location

information as they gained more experience with smartphones. Our work is able to

measure location sharing today.
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Methodology

We took a data-driven approach to answering these questions. We wanted to

collect the actual privacy decisions people had made. Therefore, we designed a user

study to gather this data from a collection of iPhone users.

On Apple’s iOS, decisions to allow or deny location access to an app can

be reviewed and revised through the Location Services settings page. There is no

particularly good way to collect this information programmatically, due to the privacy

implications of an untrusted third-party application being able to read (effectively)

system privacy settings. Thus, we took a different approach: since all the past decisions

on location access can be reviewed through the settings screen, and every iPhone ships

with the ability to take screenshots, we decided to have study participants give us

screenshots of their Location Services settings page.

We recruited nearly 300 anonymous iPhone users to participate in our study

through Amazon Mechanical Turk, a microtask marketplace. Through a website created

for the study, we instructed participants to take a series of screenshots of their iPhone’s

Location Services settings page. We guided them through the task of taking enough
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Figure 1.2: Participant 113 uploaded this series of overlapping screenshots, which
taken together show the participant’s location privacy decisions.

screenshots to cover all applications list on the page, as shown in Figure 1.2. These

screenshots reveal, for each app that the user has installed and that has requested loca-

tion access, whether the participant had most recently allowed or denied that request.

We asked participants not to modify these settings until after they completed the task,

in case navigating to the Location Services settings page made the participant want

to change their settings. Participants then uploaded these screenshots to a server for

collection and received a completion code to enter into the Mechanical Turk interface

to prove completion of work.

We obtained IRB approval for this study. To protect participants’ privacy, we

gathered data from them anonymously. Participants took an average of 4 minutes to

complete the study and we paid them $4 for their time.

After data collection, we threw out data that was not relevant to the study

(spam uploads from Turkers), uploads with duplicate sha1 hashes (to prevent accidental
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double-uploads from having undue weight in the dataset), and data from users where

the user had not uploaded enough screenshots to reassemble the entire Location Services

settings page. In total, we received 273 valid submissions.

The screenshots also contain information about whether Location Services are

globally enabled or disabled and which apps had actually accessed location information

in the past 24 hours. We did not use any of that information in this study.

Once the sets of screenshots were collected, a single graduate student coded

all of the data from the screenshots into a machine-readable matrix with participants

as rows and applications as columns. Each cell contained either “grant,” “deny,” or “no

decision,” to represent the user’s choice.

Our study design gathers data on iPhone users’ past decisions in response to

location prompts. It does not provide any visibility into why users made the decisions

they did, merely what decisions users did make. Nonetheless, we believe it is a reasonable

way to find out the actual privacy decisions that the users made.

Our dataset encompasses data on 1126 unique apps from 273 unique users.

There was considerable variation in the number of apps requesting access to location

installed per participant: the average was 19.8 location-using apps per user, but one

user had installed 88 apps which requested access to location (the most in our dataset)

and granted the permission to all of them. Figure 1.3 shows a histogram of the number

of apps installed per study participant.
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Figure 1.3: A histogram of the number of applications requesting location access
installed per participant. The x-axis indicates a number of location-using apps. The
height of the bar above the number N indicates the number of study participants who
had N location-using apps installed on their phone.

There was also considerable variation in the prevalence of individual apps.

Each app requesting location was installed on an average of 4.81 participants’ phones,

but some apps were installed on many participants’ phones, and there was a very long

tail: 717 of the 1126 apps had only been installed by one user in our dataset. Of the

25 apps appearing most frequently in our dataset, 11 are first-party applications that

come pre-installed on the phone. Figure 1.4 shows the prevalence of apps with multiple

installs observed in our study.
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Figure 1.4: The number of installations for each of the 409 applications in our dataset
that had been installed by more than one user. We saw 717 apps that were installed by
only a single participant.
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Results

Do users routinely grant access to location?

We found that, while many users grant location access to most or all of their

applications, there are also some users who deny access to many of their applications.

Users make a wide variety of privacy decisions. Most users granted location access to

at least two-thirds of the apps that requested it, and 40 users granted location access

to every app that requested it. However, a significant number of users denied location

access to more than half of the apps that requested it, and one user denied location

access to every app that requested it. Figure 1.5 shows a histogram of the fraction of

location-requesting apps to which the user granted access.

We conclude that users are making use of the iPhone location privacy controls.

Most users have denied location access to one or more application. Our data suggests

that users are not reflexively clicking OK to grant location access to every application

that requests it. Also, our data suggests that users have varying sensitivities to location

privacy, and they make decisions accordingly.
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Figure 1.5: Users make varying privacy decisions. In this diagram, each vertical
bar represents one of 273 unique users. The height of the bar indicates the fraction
of location-requesting apps installed on that user’s phone to which the user granted
location access. The bars are sorted by this grant rate.

Do apps receive different amounts of trust from users?

We were curious whether users appeared to trust some apps more than others.

In other words, did users grant some apps access to location information at a higher

rate than others? Our dataset provides partial information about this question.

The answer to this question is not immediate from the data we collected. Our

dataset has a long tail, with data on 717 of 1129 apps appearing for only one user each.
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Thus, it is impossible to say precisely what fraction of users would grant each of these

apps access to location information.

Nonetheless, even among the top 25 apps (the ones that were installed on the

most phones within our dataset), we found wide variation in the fraction of users that

granted that app access to their location. For instance, of the 97 users (53%) who had

installed Shazam, 51 (53%) granted it access to location information. In contrast, 245

of 253 users (97%) who had installed the Maps application granted it access to their

location. This suggests that users are more willing to grant location access to the Maps

application than to the Shazam application. Figure 1.6 shows the rate at which users

grant access to location information for the top 25 apps in our dataset.

Furthermore, it appears that users grant access more often to apps where

location is central to the purpose of the app than to apps where location is a more

optional feature or where it is less clear what benefit the user gets from sharing their

location. For example, 28 of 29 users (97%) granted the foursquare app (in which users

check in to various locations nearby) access to their location, a similar approval rate to

that of Maps. In contrast, 40 of 68 users (59%) who had installed the IMDb app (which

can use location to display nearby movie showtimes) granted it access to their location,

and Shazam (which allows users to tag where they heard a song) was granted access by

only 53% of users. This suggests that users are (at least in part) paying attention to the

nature of the apps that are requesting access to their location and making their privacy

decisions based on the expected value they will derive from sharing their location.
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Figure 1.6: Apps receive different treatment by users. Users’ willingness to grant
location access seems to depend upon how the app uses location information.

It would be interesting to explore this observation in greater detail in future

work to see if it holds in general and to understand why users made the decisions they

did.

The intuitive explanation of these results is that Apple’s design is working

as intended to empower users without becoming so burdensome that they ignore the

prompts.
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Can knowledge of users’ past decisions and previous deci-

sions given about an app give good predictions on future

choices?

Since we know that different users make different privacy decisions, and differ-

ent apps elicit different privacy decisions, there may be latent factors in the data that

can be used to predict what particular users would decide about particular apps, given

knowledge of the user’s preference and the app’s reputation.

This is very similar to the problem of recommendation systems, which have

been studied broadly. In that context, matrix factorization techniques are widely used

to identify latent factors that help predict user preferences. There are various algo-

rithms that have been developed to perform this sort of clustering. Common techniques

include principal component analysis (PCA), k-means clustering, and singular value

decomposition (SVD).

We applied these methods from the recommendation systems literature to see

if we could predict the location privacy decisions made by iPhone users in our study.

We attempt to predict the decision made by a single user for a single app, based upon

information about other decisions made by this user for other apps and decisions made

by other users for this app. Informally, we would expect that the rate at which this user

approved location requests for other apps is predictive, as is the rate at which other

users have approved location requests for this same app.
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We evaluated these methods on our data set using cross-validation. We used

the following procedure, which simulates a prediction algorithm that attempts to guess

the outcome of the next user/app pair request based upon prior decisions from this user

and decisions from other users.

First, we form a matrix representing the observations in our data set. Each

row corresponds to a user, each column to an application, and the entry in each cell

is either +1 (representing a grant of location access), −1 (a denial of location access),

or 0 (indicating that this user has not been asked by this app for access to location

information). Next, we select a user and application pair for which we want to make a

prediction. The corresponding cell in our matrix of ground truth data must be nonzero,

or we have no ground truth to which to compare our prediction. We erase this value

from the matrix (by replacing it with a 0), then use PCA on the resulting matrix to

produce a set of row factors and column factors. We multiply the row pertaining to the

particular user by the column pertaining to the particular app for which we are trying to

make a prediction. This yields a scalar. If this number is positive, our predictor guesses

that the user would allow the app access to location information; if it is negative, the

predictor guesses that the user would deny the app access to location information. The

greater the absolute value of this number, the greater our confidence in the accuracy of

the decision.

We can pick a threshold value for this confidence to restrict the set of user/app

pairs that the algorithm will make a prediction on to situations where the classifier is
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Figure 1.7: Accuracy/applicability tradeoff

more likely to be successful, in exchange for not being able to make predictions on chunks

of the dataset. This allows tuning of the tradeoff between accuracy and applicability,

as illustrated in Figure 1.7.

We tried several algorithms for matrix factorization: PCA, k-means, and SVD,

each with several different rank values (1, 2, 4, 8, and 16). We observed the best accuracy

from the k-means algorithm with rank 1. There exist several techniques that also take

into account the sparseness of the matrix in their predictions [17], but we have not yet

tried them.
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Unfortunately, our results show only modest accuracy at prediction: for ex-

ample, we can predict with ≈ 88% accuracy if we only make a prediction about 40% of

the time (but the remainder of the time, we make no prediction at all). Our data set is

fairly small. We do not know whether more data from a large collection of users would

significantly improve accuracy.
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Possible applications

User attention is a valuable and limited resource. Given the ability to predict

users’ decisions, there exist a multitude of ways this knowledge could be leveraged to

reduce the demand for user attention. Here’s an example of how a system might modify

behavior depending on how confident the system is:

• If the system has very low confidence of what the user will decide, then we can

show the prompt as usual, and perhaps show what other users typically decide.

• If the system has moderate confidence, we could highlight the likely choice in the

UI as the default.

• If the system has high confidence, we could simply take the expected action, and

show the action taken in a non-modal notification which briefly allows for the

reversal of the decision if the user interacts with the notification.
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Conclusion

Users behave in a manner that is consistent with them desiring varying amounts

of location privacy. Some apps are more trusted than others with location data. Know-

ing past decisions by a user or by other users about a particular app can inform whether

a particular user will grant location access to a particular app.

It may be possible to leverage this information to reduce the number of privacy

decisions users make, to select sane defaults based on past choices, or to use other designs

to reduce the amount of attention demanded from users.
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